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BAFEPOW NEWS SHEET, MARCH 2021 
WE’LL MEET AGAIN………. 
As the song goes - well, if everyone sticks to the recommendations for a gradual progression out of 
lockdown, we may not have to wait much longer! From what I hear from you, our monthly meetings 
have been much missed and we are all looking forward to being able to live our lives with more 
freedom in what will be a new normality, but it might not be ‘life as we knew it’ before Covid-19. 
Hopefully, as soon as it seems that we can travel and hospitality venues are allowed to re-open, we 
should be able to meet up again. In the meantime we shall continue to keep in contact via the news 
sheet and some interesting items have been sent for inclusion in this month’s edition and also for in 
next month.Your items sent for inclusion are much appreciated. 
Christine Best has sent me the following item which is a follow-up arising from my Dad’s telegram that 
brought up the topic of communication from the Far East - and also inspired some discussion amongst 
another FEPOW group during a recent Facebook video meeting.  
Thank you, Chris, for sending it to us ! 

COMMUNICATION IN FEPOW AND INTERNEE CAMPS 

Hello Barbara…as promised…a piece for the newsletter. 

My father, Malcolm Ingleby Scott was a radio officer on the Merchant Navy ship “Kirkpool” when it 
was torpedoed and sunk in the south Atlantic in April 1942 by a German disguised raider “Thor”. 
There were only 19 survivors out of 42 crew. These survivors were moved ship to German ship for the 
next three months, finally ending up via Tokyo in a civilian internment camp in Fukushima, northern 
Japan. The camp was housed in a Roman Catholic convent which had been acquired for the purpose, 
was run by a specialist branch of the local police and comprised of 140 men, women and children of 
various nationalities taken from ships which had been captured or sunk. From the 11th July 1942 until 
March 1944 the internees were held 'incommunicado’ from the outside world even to the extent of 
being forbidden to speak to visiting Japanese officials. Their camp was known as “The Hidden 
Prison”. 

My late father wrote…. 

"In November 1942 about ten internees were selected and instructed to write letters to their relatives. 
We suspect that these letters were never sent out of the camp.  

In March 1944 the internees were informed by the Commandant that a change for the better would be 
made in their treatment. A list of the privileges allowed to internees was then made public stating, 
among other items, that they would be allowed to send one letter of one hundred words to their 
relatives each month on the subject of health only; that a radio broadcast receiver would be allowed in 
the camp; that an International Red Cross delegate and their own Protector Power's delegate would be 
permitted to visit the camp and that newspapers, both Japanese and English, would be provided. 

The Red Cross Committee's delegate visited the camp on the 24th March 1944 and he was the first 
human contact the internees had made with the outside world since their internment in July 1942. This 
delegate informed the internees that his committee had only been advised of the existence of this camp 
in March 1944. A few cables from relatives were received by some of the internees shortly after his 
visit, followed by some more at long intervals. A few letters were received by internees in July 1944, 
followed by some more at long intervals and it is obvious that many letters dispatched never reached 
internees. There were still internees at the end of their internment in September 1945 who had 
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received no news from their next-of-kin. The monthly letters to relatives were regularly allowed to be 
sent until December 1944 but internees were not allowed to write during January and February 1945 
on the alleged ground that the camp authorities were waiting for more writing paper to come from 
Tokyo. This privilege was again withheld during July 1945 on the same plea. 

Newspapers, both Japanese and English, were provided by the authorities from the beginning of 
March 1944 and were regularly received until July 1944; then they stopped for about three weeks. The 
Commandant said that the papers had not arrived from Tokyo. From this time on the Japanese 
newspaper was not provided. The English newspaper, however, continued to be received with 
occasional stoppages of from seven to fourteen days until the 15th May 1945 when it finally stopped 
altogether and the Commandant stated that it had ceased to be published. This was not so, for we 
know that some copies were delivered at the camp, along with the usual staff newspapers, at various 
times between the 16th May 1945 and the 15th August 1945. In spite of the strict withholding of 
newspapers from July 1942 to March 1944 and for various shorter periods thereafter, the internees 
were able surreptitiously to 'borrow' copies of the guards' Japanese newspapers and, thanks to one of 
the internee's knowledge of Chinese characters together with the fortunate finding of a Japanese-
French dictionary, they were always abreast of the news although none of them could speak or 
understand spoken Japanese. The first and second Commandants became suspicious that the internees 
were getting news from some unauthorised source but were never able to elucidate the matter to their 
satisfaction.The broadcast receiver gave news in Japanese only and was soon removed to the office for 
the use of the Japanese staff” 

My grandfather had a “ missing presumed dead” letter from the Kirkpool’s owners in April 1942. He 
received confirmation that Malcolm was alive in Japan in April 1944! My father used to carefully 
number his letters every time he wrote but only three ever arrived home. The telegram from the Red 
Cross shows a three month delay in receipt of Christmas greetings!  
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Chris has also sent a link to a report on the conditions in the Fukushima camp during the internees 
imprisonment. It is a long read but I wholeheartedly recommend it as it gives an extremely concise and 
detailed description on the camp conditions and how life was for the internees. It is a long read but 
well worth persevering and I was particularly interested to the reference into how the ingrained 
culture of the Japanese reflected upon their manner towards and treatment of the prisoners and, in 
particular to the women :- 
 https://www.pegasusarchive.org/pow/cJpFukushima.htm 

If any of you have telegrams or messages that were sent from the Far East to family or friends back in 
the UK, I would be interested to hear about the wording on it. At the recent FEPOW Family video 
meeting we had a discussion on messages home (not the POW cards) as a fellow member had a 
telegram that his father had sent home. I asked hime to read it out and the similarity to the one that 
was sent home by my Dad was uncanny - the third line was identical. It could have been that, as the 
Japanese invasion was becoming closer and more imminent, there was pressure on the telegram 
service to send messages home from the men which may have meant that the senders of them had to 
follow a certain format. The need to reassure ‘the folks back home’ that all was well in the Far East 
was obviously what the troops would have wanted to do - before long those same folk would be 
receiving messages that would cause concern - my grandparents received a letter telling them that my 
Dad was a POW, and sadly others received MIA notifications or worse! 

THE FUNERAL OF CAPTAIN SIR TOM MOORE 
Having watched the televising of Captain Sir Tom’s funeral, I thought that his family were so dignified 
in their grief and their tributes to their special father were beautiful and gave an insight to him as a 
family man. The flypast by the Dakota was just so emotional, and again, just like the flypast by the two 
Spitfires for his 100th Birthday, it took place against a clear blue sky.  

RIP, Captain Sir Tom Moore! 

https://www.pegasusarchive.org/pow/cJpFukushima.htm
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ROLL OF HONOUR 

BOB HUCKLESBY passed away on 26/02/2021 aged 100 years - in the January BAFEPOW News 
sheet I was so pleased to congratulate Bob on achieving his century and now, very sadly, I have to 
bring the sad news that he has passed away. A fellow FEPOW descendant, Walter Tuttleby, had posted  
on Facebook a very fitting tribute to Bob who was known to so many of us through many FEPOW 
groups and we shall miss him tremendously. I contacted Walter and he has given me permission to 
share his tribute with you and also the photograph below. 

From Walter Tuttleby , a tribute to his friend, Bob Hucklesby - 
 

“A race well run. This is my friend Bob Hucklesby who celebrated his 100th birthday in early January.  
Bob’s alertness and determination kept him alive when he realised he’d been left in the ‘death hut’ in 
the prisoner of war camp on the Thai-Burma Railway during World War 2. That same will ensured 
he’d got out of hospital to spend his birthday at home this January. Still 100% compos mentis, Bob 
went into hospital again yesterday and passed on peacefully in the early hours of this morning. It’s 
been a true privilege getting to know you these last few years Bob.  
Bob devoted decades of his life after the war to supporting other Far East PoWs. Amongst my father’s 
belongings I discovered a note that had accompanied some money sent from the FEPOW support 
organisation that Bob was part of and later led.  
Today the National FEPOW Fellowship Welfare & Remembrance Association has lost its president 
and my friend has a new assignment…” 

ERNIE WALTER BRETT (Ernie) 13/05/1919 of Haverhill has passed away in his 102nd year. Ernie 
was possibly the last remaining FEPOW of the 2nd Battalion, Cambridgeshire Regiment. 
I have been sent a very interesting account of this dear FEPOW’s WWII history in the Far East, 
including mention of his friend who was shot and killed whilst standing next to him - Ernie laid a 
wreath in honour of his friend in Ipswich last year - he also tells of the care given to the wounded and 
injured during the conflict prior to the surrender by Padre Duckworth who many of you will have 
heard of. It is a fascinating personal account and well worth reading. Sadly I am not able to attach it 
here but, if you would like to read it, let me know and I will email it to you. 

WE WILL REMEMBER  THEM! 
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79TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SINKING OF HMS EXETER 
On Saturday, 27th February, I had the pleasure of being invited by Tom Jowett to attend on-line the 
memorial service that is held annually at Exeter Cathedral to commemorate the sinking of HMS 
Exeter on 01/03/1942. The Rev'd Canon Dr Chris Palmer led a really moving service and the laying of 
a wreath too in the small chapel in front of the beautiful window that is dedicated to St Andrew and St 
Catherine, it is dedicated to those who lost their lives in the war. Afterwards there was a zoom meeting 
led by Tom and I was delighted to meet other members of the HMS Exeter group including a young 
member over in Australia and a gentleman in the USA from a group that commemorates the USS 
Houston that was sunk on 28/02/42 as it attempted to reach the Indian Ocean but was attacked by the 
Japanese forces as they launched their attack on Java. If you copy and paste the link below into your 
browser, it will take you to a very interesting account about the USS Houston that was written for the 
60th Anniversary of its sinking. 

Here is the link to google:-   

USS Houston | COFEPOW 

My thanks to Tom, Martin Horwell and all of the HMS Exeter descendants group for letting me join in 
with you and I do hope that your plans for the 80th Anniversary in Exeter next year will go ahead as 
planned. 

The “Exeter” Window 
HMS “Exeter” was sunk during the latter stages of the three-day Battle of the Java Sea, miraculously, 
less than 40 men out of a crew of nearly 700 were lost during the sinking at around 12:00 on 1st March 
1942. 
The survivors were left swimming and using the ship’s Carley Floats and any floating wreckage they 
could find for anywhere between a couple of hours and three days before a Japanese destroyer 
returned to the scene three times to rescue the men, who were eventually interned at Macassar on the 
DEI island of Celebes. 
The ship managed to send a message back to the UK, the news was passed onto relatives and families 
by the “Missing, presumed . . . .” telegram from the Royal Navy. 
A number of officer’s wives got themselves together and began sharing information as it became 
available; nothing came out of Macassar, but just over 240 officers and men were transported to work 
in camps in southern Japan in 1942-43, where they were able to send censored messages home. The 
wives kept in touch by a newsletter, the “Exeter Express”. 
The idea of a memorial to the lads that would not return came from them. 
When the almost 500 survivors returned, this idea was taken up by the officers, a collection was 
arranged, and the result was a stained glass window placed in the bomb damaged North Chapel of 
Exeter Cathedral, at a cost of £408. 
On 1st March 1948, the window, designed by Sir Ninian Comper of Christ walking on the water, was 
dedicated with most of the available officers and men attending the service. 
Reunions have been held on the weekend closest to 1st March ever since. 
Part of the weekend is a service in the Cathedral, during which a wreath is laid at the window, where 
the survivors were able to remember the lads that didn’t come home (over 200 men didn’t return, of 
those, over 150 died in internment). Sadly, no survivors remain, but similar to the recipients of the 
“Exeter Express”, their descendants and friends continue to gather on the weekend closest to 1st 
March to meet and remember. 
Due to the current travel and social restrictions, this year the 79th Anniversary of “Exeter” sinking, 
the Cathedral have offered to conduct the service, but stream it onto their Facebook page, so that the 
service can be seen without travelling, as the descendants and friends are now living in all parts of the 
world.  
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The HMS “Exeter” window in St Catherine’s & St Andrew’s Chapel on the North side of Exeter 
Cathedral. 

Tom, thank you so much for sending the above item about HMS Exeter for inclusion in our 
BAFEPOW news sheet - it is really good as a FEPOW descendant to learn about the wider history of 
the war in the Far East and what happened to FEPOWs other than our own ones. The note that you 
sent with it also resonated with me, especially the ‘tears’ as so often the stories from those events are 
such that you can’t help but be brought to tears at what they had to experience and I want to include 
what you wrote to me too - I am very grateful to you for sharing the history of this ship, including 
some time ago, the Battle of the River Plate for which there is a memorial at the NMA, it is all of great 
interest 

“To Barbara, 

Good of you to come onto the Zoom chat on Saturday, after you left, it carried on for around two 
hours; some stories, some news, some tears . . . . . what else would you expect when descendants of 
FEPoWs get together? 
One person I didn't expect was the organiser of the USS Houston Descendants from Washington state 
in the USA; impressed with our service & wants to see it in real life. Maybe bigger numbers next year 
(25th - 27th February 2022 -make a note!). 

Tom” 

DOES ANYONE KNOW OF THIS FEPOW WHO MAY HAVE BEEN A BAFEPOW MEMBER? 
While looking through the various FEPOW related Facebook pages a short time ago, there was a post 
by a lady who had come across a grave in a local cemetery where she is a volunteer working to keep  
the area tidy. As she herself is the stepdaughter of a FEPOW, it was of obvious interest to her. As the 
cemetery is local to myself, I got in touch with her and told her that when lockdown ends, I will visit 
the cemetery and place a memorial cross there from BAFEPOW. The FEPOW’s name was Alfred 
Nicholls and he is buried in Lodge Hill Cemetery - does his name mean anything to anyone? Was he a 
member of BAFEPOW in the past? I will invite the lady who posted this to join us if she would like to, 
and if you follow the link below, it will tell you all about this Brummie FEPOW:- 
https://www.chinditslongcloth1943.com/pte-alfred-nicholls.html?
fbclid=IwAR0nUKaQzbi2HEorMiCylMTsuPRXtLCGXHL5vgS2GDYVZl5tQydwkCuwi7g 

https://www.chinditslongcloth1943.com/pte-alfred-nicholls.html?fbclid=IwAR0nUKaQzbi2HEorMiCylMTsuPRXtLCGXHL5vgS2GDYVZl5tQydwkCuwi7g
https://www.chinditslongcloth1943.com/pte-alfred-nicholls.html?fbclid=IwAR0nUKaQzbi2HEorMiCylMTsuPRXtLCGXHL5vgS2GDYVZl5tQydwkCuwi7g
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NEWS ABOUT THE ANNUAL MEMORIAL SERVICE IN MAY AT WYMONDHAM 
FEPOW Church Archivist, Peter Wiseman, is delighted to announce that the facility to live-stream 
services and events has been recently installed in the Catholic church of Our Lady and Saint Thomas 
of Canterbury in Wymondham, Norfolk. As a result, the May 2021 FEPOW Memorial Service will be 
live-streamed, so anyone unable to attend in person is welcome to join in the occasion virtually. 
The church website has been modified also and is updated more frequently. The website address 
remains as before for general information about the church and is 
at: www.wymondhamrcchurch.org.uk. 
FEPOW information can be accessed by menu on that page or via: 
www.wymondhamrcchurch.org.uk/fepow 
With the retirement of the FEPOW secretary, there is a new email address for enquiries, which 
is: fepow@wymondhamrcchurch.org.uk   
It is primarily for all queries about our annual memorial service, although Peter is still available for 
other queries about books, visits and other FEPOW information at phandtmwiseman0@gmail.com 
The FEPOW Memorial Service will be held on Sunday 16th May 2021 @ 12.30 pm. It will be helpful 
for interested attendees to communicate via the above email address to give Peter an idea of numbers 
and also update the circulation list since COVID. 
The live-stream is available at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmPstVjBimy3N0oC3Zmln8g/
videos?view=57 
Peter adds that, having found the YouTube site, you may like to subscribe to the church channel and 
bookmark it for future easy access. 

FEPOW GALLERY OF HEROES ON FACEBOOK 
Pam and Gail are still adding FEPOW photos to the gallery that is dedicated only to those who were 
prisoners of the Japanese so if your relative was a FEPOW or an internee, please join the group and 
add their photo. Thank you! 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/511536153140001 

RESEARCHING FEPOW HISTORY GROUP BLOG 
Have you read any of the blogs that are coming from this group yet?  Jon Cooper has done one and it 
was really interesting - his research is not only academically excellent but it is accurate and 
enlightening. So, copy and paste the link below into your browser and be prepared to be fascinated by 
what the RFHG have on their site:- 

https://fepowhistory.com/blog/ 

THE ROLL OF ‘COMFORT WOMEN’ IN THE FAR EAST IN WWII 
You may have heard that the Japanese Army forced many women into the role of ‘Comfort Women’ 
during WWII and now a Harvard professor, despite the historical evidence, has written that these 
women went voluntarily into prostitution. I felt truly sickened and enraged about this and I don’t 
apologise for putting this into our news sheet because I feel very strongly about this subject.  
The following is a link which will take you to a letter that responds to the Professor’s claims and I only 
wish it was possible to add signatures to it:- 

https://sites.google.com/view/feministsonramseyer/home?fbclid=IwAR2xMbKHP0Z5T-j8i-
PHFdIrxhw4Vnmk9-Sct-MyfZpJCuTBRsGQ8Tvy8ic 

Since writing the above I have come across a more recent item that further condemns this Professor 
and his historical take on ‘Comfort Women’ and I am sure that this subject will continue to run on - 
here is the link to follow:- 

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/02/16/harvard-law-professor-accused-denialism-rewriting-
comfort-women-narrative 

https://sites.google.com/view/feministsonramseyer/home?fbclid=IwAR2xMbKHP0Z5T-j8i-PHFdIrxhw4Vnmk9-Sct-MyfZpJCuTBRsGQ8Tvy8ic
https://sites.google.com/view/feministsonramseyer/home?fbclid=IwAR2xMbKHP0Z5T-j8i-PHFdIrxhw4Vnmk9-Sct-MyfZpJCuTBRsGQ8Tvy8ic
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WELFARE GRANTS FOR FEPOW, WIVES AND WIDOWS 
If you need help with a grant towards hospital stays, Nursing Home Costs, alterations to the home, 
mobility aids etc, then please get in touch with:- 
Mrs Margaret Martin, Java Club, by phone:- 01273 424686 or by email:- 
margaretmartin1944@sky.com                
Pauline Simpson, NFFWRA, phone :- 07818599303 or by email:-     
enquiries@nationalfepowfellowship.org.uk 

The BAFEPOW News Sheet is put together and distributed by Barbara James. If you have any items 
for inclusion, please do send them to me.  
If you just want a chat, do ring me, I think we have all missed being able to meet up at our monthly 
meetings during the pandemic.  
Secretary to BAFEPOW:- Barbara James,   Tel: 0121 258 4300 or 07954104857                            
Email: bmjames142@yahoo.co.uk  
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